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Introduction 
 
This art show is a multidisciplinary project bringing together music, visual arts, literature, and science, 
centering them around a vision that has been developed in the manifest “The All is an Egg”. The manifest 
is mainly an adjusted continuation of a vision Salvador Dali laid out in his Mystical Manifesto, that was a 
hybrid combination of nuclear physics and Catholic doctrine. 
 
“The All is an Egg” is an essay that rests upon an attempt to offer a unifying metaphysical frame for the 
fragmented human knowledge. The concept is founded upon the idea of how the cyclical nature of a 
multitude of phenomena mirrors circulatory biological patterns. Connecting art, science, and religion, with 
the metaphor of the egg foisted onto it, is a transformative work, and a profound invitation to reflect. 
 

 
 

Print version ISBN 9781737783213 (IngramSpark), Kindle version ASIN B08BC3PD2H 
 
From there an artistic approach emerged, inspired by Frank Zappa’s Project/Object concept for his work 
in various mediums. Each of the displayed projects (in whatever realm) are part of a larger object, that is 
defined as mystic cyclical synthetism. As such, the art show is multifaceted in its effort to bring forward a 
new perspective upon the nature and significance of human civilization.  
 
This exposition does not have the ambition to be overwhelming original, but often limits itself to recycle 
existing ideas and themes in a coherent contemporary context. This can be illustrated by having a close 
look at the center piece of the exposition, a painting named after the theme that inspired this art show (A 
Cosmology of Civilization). It restyles much of the themes and subjects that have been developed by 
Salvador Dali in some of his lesser-known creations. 
 
Most of the visual works rest between figuration and abstraction, coherence and disintegration, and 
organic and technological forms.  
They combine dream-like imagery to create surreal, liminal landscapes, trying to explore the affinity 
between the scientific and the artistic praxis. Very often they contain autobiographical elements that 
illustrate the artistically becoming of this exposition. 
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 A Cosmology of Civilization. Acrylic on canvas 100 x 80 cm by Shaharee Vyaas (2021) 

The theme of the opera that forms part of this project, revolves around a comparison between the cyclic 
nature of human civilization and that of our solar system. The music is derived from a sonorization of the 
electromagnetic waves emitted by the main celestial bodies that form our solar system. These chaotic 
sounds were then processed through a synclavier in order to produce some melodies that make sense to 
the human ear. In these compositions, every sound has a value, and every action is part of the universal 
diapason, a colossal vibration that makes energy rather than reflecting it. 
  
The literary facet of this art project wants to illustrate the multicultural aspect of civilization as a 
phenomenon by placing the tale of Mahabharata in a more contemporary context. 

I had to conclude that no artist is an island, and that most artists just pick up a thread where other artists 
had to drop it. It is humbling to consider that most of what we do, has very often already been done before, 
and that our proud “inspirations” are just updated art history.  
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   The Becoming of an Artist. 
The modern bohemian artists come across as Gypsies (which in fact was the original meaning of the word 
‘bohemian’), drifters or actors in a play featuring fools, visionaries or madmen, beings seemingly 
possessed, like them, by inspiration. In the next paintings I will try to illustrate what I consider to be the 
essential elements that made me turn to art to express my thoughts. 

Last Supper on Utila. 
This painting stands at the cradle of my 
becoming as an artist. It is inspired by 
a painting of Dali (The Last Supper) and 
contains all the main actors that have 
got a heavy influence upon the way I 
developed my personal style and 
philosophy.  In the center figures 
Leonardo da Vinci, which I consider 
one of the last universal minds that 
embodied both the analytical 
approach of the scientist as the 
synthesizing method of the artist. He is 
surrounded by Salvador Dali, Marie 
Curie, James Joyce on his left, and by 
Ada Lovelace, Lao Tzu and Valentin-
Yves Mudimbe on his right. In the 
foreground play Albert Einstein and 

Frank Zappa a duet. It is painted upon the background of the Island of Utila, a Caribbean Island that is part 
of the Bay Islands, an archipelago that belongs to the republic of Honduras. This island functioned as a 
catalyst that facilitated my mental distillation process. 
 
 Pilgrimage to the House of Wisdom. 
 

   "Pilgrimage to the House of Wisdom" 
is a painting that illustrates a story of 
self-discovery in the tradition of Vedic 
disclosure that, in probing the human 
heart and mind, reaches into the 
recesses of the Universe that is 
revealed within. It is also a 
contemporary contribution to a 
continuing disclosure in which voices 
from science, philosophy, literature, 
and the visual arts converge and give 
articulation to the most anguished 
questions and the most freely imagined 
hopes of humankind. 
 
 

Pilgrimage to the House of Wisdom. Acrylic on canvas 30 x 20 cm by 
Shaharee Vyaas 

Last Supper on Utila. Acrylic on canvas 40 x 30 cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 
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Passion or Obsession? 
The Cambridge dictionary defines the two words as follow: 
1. A Passion for something: an extreme interest in or wish for 
doing something 

 
2. An Obsession: something or someone that you think about 
all the time.  
While a passion is “extreme behavior” it lacks the indefinite 
time connotation. We all have passions but how many times 
have we given up on a passion after a while? 

Obsessions stay “all the time” and are very often linked to 
psychologically unhealthy attitudes such as, fanaticism, father 
complex, idée fixe (psychology), psychical inertia, regression 
(psychology) or substance dependence. 

In such a context, people may be reluctant to describe 
themselves as an obsessive. Nevertheless, when you're having 
an idea that sticks to you wherever you go, whatever happens 
to you and can’t refrain yourself from thinking and acting on it, 
you're obsessed. 

My partner calls me a self- proclaimed artist. Are there any 
other? She refuses to decorate our main living spaces with my artistic productions (they're banned to a 
barely used sleeping room), finds in general my art "difficult to access" and that I'm having delusional 
thoughts about my own geniality. 

I also suffer from insomnia: very often I wake up in the middle of the night to work. I need extensive 
prodding to be lured out of my studio to attend some social (mostly artistic) event. Lately I'm also getting 
exasperated about the amount of time a "successful" artist has to spend on self-promotion, so I gave it up. 
Away with the marketing gurus who talk about finding my "niche". If there exists a "niche" for my projects, 
it will have to find me. And as far I'm concerned: the world is my oyster (the marketeers probably hate 
that phrase). 

People call me also crazy but it’s also extremely easy to understand why and ignore it. I can turn into a real 
insufferable prick when circumstances prohibit me for some extended period from working on my own 
projects. How long it may take, how difficult it may be, how high the probability of failure is; it all doesn’t 
matter to me when it's about my artistic projects. 

Passion made me start, obsession keeps me continuing. Even when the world doesn't seem to bother too 
much about my creations, they bother to me. They give shape to my reality. To be or not to be. 

        

Obsession. Acrylic on camvas 30 x 40 cm by 
Shaharee Vyaas. 
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The Cybernaut. 
 

This term is used to describe a person (an "electronic 
astronaut") who makes extensive use of the internet, 
specifically in terms of the exploration of cyberspace. The new 
information technology offers every creative mind the tools to 
experiment with images, music and texts without having first 
to wrestle three years through some art school, music 
conservatorium or creative writing degree. Not only the 
distribution of art has been democratized, but also its creative 
process. Of course, it still takes a creative mind to do something 
innovative with those new tools. Fact is that you do not have 
to spend three to five years of your life anymore to acquire 
some basic skills that each art form requires. You have 
computer programs who can do the mind-numbing work for 
you. That is what for they were created. Nowadays the artist 
can express his creative drive by using computer generated 
music, images and texts. What remains however is that it still 
takes some perseverance, intellect, and discipline to create 
something artistically meaningful.  
   

 
The Vampire 
 

 
Let us face it: most artists are rippers. James Joyce ripped 
Odysseus by Homer for his novel Ulysses, Dali ripped Da 
Vinci for his painting The Last Supper, John Williams 
ripped The Planets by Gustav Holst for the soundtracks of 
Star Wars…I ripped Dali for my painting a Cosmology of 
Civilization, the NASA sonorization of the electromagnetic 
waves emitted by the planets of the solar system to 
compose my opera, the concept of Joyce’s Ulysses and 
the story line of Mahabharata for my own novel The 
Maharajagar, … the list is almost endless. Hence every 
artist is in a way vampirizing the works of other people. 
I have no problem with people finding inspiration in other 
people’s work in order to create something new. I know, 
there is a thin line between plagiarism and ripping, but 
the essence is that when someone comes up with an 
original idea, you cannot prevent people from taking 
inspiration into it. It is a long and difficult discussion, and 
not one that I want to start here.   
 
  

The Cybernaut. Acrylic on canvas 16 x 20 cm 

The Vampire. Acrylic on canvas 39 x 37 cm by Shaharee 
Vyaas. 
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Inspiration 
 

On top of this painting you find the image of my companion, who’s also my guiding 
genius and the source of my artistic inspiration. At the bottom you see my face 
peeking out between the bushes while in the middle hovers a figurine that 
symbolizes my mind , hovering between the visionary and real world. 
The word “Inspiration” has an unusual history in that its figurative sense appears to 
predate its literal one. It comes from the Latin inspiratus (the past participle of 
inspirare, “to breathe into, inspire”) and in English has had the meaning “the 
drawing of air into the lungs” since the middle of the 16th century. This breathing 
sense is still in common use among doctors, as is expiration (“the act or process of 
releasing air from the lungs”). However, before inspiration was used to refer to 
breath it had a distinctly theological meaning in English, referring to a divine 
influence upon a person, from a divine entity, this sense dates back to the early 
14th century. The sense of inspiration often found today (“someone or something 
that inspires”) is considerably newer than either of these two senses, dating from 
the 19th century. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
The Final Solution. 
 

This painting is grafted upon the background of the crematoria 
of Auschwitz. Behind the entrance gate of the extermination 
camp you can see Jesus who carries his cross towards the 
crematoria while the sign above the entrance gate reads 
“Arbeit macht Frei” (work sets you free).  
The leaders of Nazi Germany, a modern, educated society, 
aimed to destroy millions of men, women, and children 
because of their Jewish identity.  
Sadly enough, the holocaust didn’t end progroms and 
genocides, since they continue to happen all over the world.   
Understanding this process may help us to better understand 
the conditions under which mass violence is possible and to 
take steps to prevent such conditions from developing. 

  

Inspiration. Acrylic on 
canvas 20 x 55 cm by 
Shaharee Vyaas. 

The Final Solution. Acrylic on Canvas 30 x 40 
cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 
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The Zone. 
These paintings bring together a formal investigation into color and line, with social issues pertaining to 
power, history, and the formation of personal and cultural identity in the globalized world. 

The paintings occur in an intangible no-place: a blank terrain, an abstracted map space that I call The Zone, 
a metaphoric, tectonic representation of the no man’s land between the Noosphere and the individual. I 
want to bring The Zone into time and space by connecting it to the five alchemistic elements: earth, water, 
air, fire, and ether. 

In the globalized world most people focus on the global and too few focus on the inside. These paintings 
want to invite people to internalize their experiences and mapping them by reflecting about following 
issues; 

The Flow as the River of Knowledge.  
 

 

The Flow. Acrylic on canvas 50 x 50 cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 

This canvas is derived from the image of a river rapid to illustrate that The Zone can be a dangerous place 
for fragile minds. The Flow is a metaphysical river that meanders through The Zone and is the only way to 
access it. To find it, some people use hallucinogenic substances to widen their perception and might end 
up as addicts. Most people emerge from it as improved persons, some others with a broken mind. 

“The Flow has its counterparts in the rivers that run through our civilizations like strings through beads, 
and there is hardly an age that is not associated with its own great waterway. The lands of the Middle East 
have dried to tinder now, but once they were fertile, fed by the fruitful Euphrates and the Tigris, from 
which rose flowering Sumer and Babylonia. The riches of Ancient Egypt stemmed from the Nile, which was 
believed to mark the causeway between life and death, and which was twinned in the heavens by the spill 
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of stars we now call the Milky Way. The Indus Valley, the Yellow River: these are the places where 
civilizations began, fed by sweet waters that in their flooding enriched the land. The art of writing was 
independently born in these four regions, and I do not think it a coincidence that the advent of the written 
word was nourished by river water.” (Adapted quote from “To the River” by Olivia Laing) 

Access to fresh water has replaced oil as the primary cause of global conflicts that increasingly emanate 
from drought-ridden, overpopulated areas of the world. 

 

The Earth Porcupine  
 

 

The Earth Porcupine. Acrylic on canvas  50 x 50 cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 

This painting, symbolizing the Earth aspect of The Zone, emerged from the image of a porcupine. A 
shipwrecked boat lays at the bottom, symbolizing the way civilization made landfall. This accident incited 
the newly arrived humans to build a city that lies there like a war bristling porcupine.  

Schopenhauer observed in Parerga and Paralipomena: “In the same way the need of society [i.e., love, 
friendship, companionship] drives the human porcupines together, only to be mutually repelled by the 
many prickly and disagreeable qualities of their nature…By this arrangement the mutual need of warmth 
is only very moderately satisfied; but then people do not get pricked.” 

Porcupines evolved with the forests and are part of a system of forest replenishment. Trees damaged by 
porcupines provide critical habitat for dozens of other species. These trees then become part of the 
nutrient cycling essential to forest health, the same way a well-conceived civilization sustains its habitat. 
It works as a capillary tissue that ensures the constant and benevolent exchange between the environment 
and human society. 
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The Flame of Kali. 
 

 

The Flame of Kali. Acrylic on canvas 50 x 50 cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 

Kali dances in the fire, and is a fearsome, dark and very popular Goddess in India.  She destroys what is 
ready to be reborn, and in this way she urges us to move through our own cycles of death and rebirth in 
attitudes, energies and our physical reality. 

Fire became as integral to the ecology of ideas as to that of the Earth. It does for civilization what it does 
for wildlands and dwellings. It can rework human society as it does metal or clay. The place the hearth 
held in a home, that the prytaneum held for a city, or a vestal fire had within a culture, intellectual fire has 
for The Zone. With it gods were manifest, about it myths were told, through it philosophy was explored 
and out of it a science evolved. 

There are two general metaphors in play. One is fire as disaster. Fires in built environments, municipal 
watersheds, and amid rare, fire-intolerant ecosystems can be disasters. But most wildland fires are not. 
The other metaphor is the firefight as battlefield. This is both inaccurate and damaging. If, in fact, we are 
at war with fire, three things will happen. We will spend lot of money, we will take a lot of casualties, and 
we will lose. 

To paraphrase Dostoyevsky from his novel The Possessed: the fire that ultimately matters is not the fire 
on the roof or in the bush or in the dynamo, but the fire in the mind. 
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The Winds of Fate. 

 

The Winds of Fate. Acrylic on canvas 50 x 50 cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 

There is only one way to enter The Zone, but different ways to leave it. Some people must be pulled out 
of The Zone by concerned relatives or friends. My way out was offered by an aerial picture of the hurricane 
Katarina that I reworked to become this painting. Albeit it is an image that exhales a tremendous force of 
destruction, it also reflects the beauty of nature that seeks a new equilibrium.  

One ship drives east and another drives west 
With the self-same winds that blow; 
   'Tis the set of the sails 
   And not the gales 
That tells them the way to go. 
 
Like the winds of the sea are the winds of fate 
As we voyage along through life; 
   'Tis the set of the soul 
   That decides its goal 
And not the calm or the strife. 
 
World Voices. by Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
New York : Hearst's International Library Company, 1916 
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The Ethereal Sombrero. 

 

The Ethereal Sombrero. Acrylic on canvas 50 x 50 cm by Shaharee Vyaas. 

The Ethereal Sombrero is the keystone of this experiment that connects The Zone to the five alchemist 
elements earth, water, air, fire, and ether. 

The background of the painting symbolizes the chaotic nature of the universe and, by extrapolation, 
human society, the background against which the process of civilization takes place. The sombrero is a 
metaphor that scientists use to describe the Higgs Field. The Higgs field is a field of energy that is thought 
to exist in every region of the universe. The field is accompanied by a fundamental particle known as the 
Higgs boson, which is used by the field to continuously interact with all other particles. The Higgs Field’s 
sociological counterpart is called the noosphere, a postulated sphere or stage of evolutionary 
development dominated by consciousness, the mind, and interpersonal relationships.  

In the middle of the sombrero, symbolizing the Higgs Field, is a schematic representation of a Higgs particle 
gaining mass. Without the Higgs field, there wouldn’t be any reality or even gravity because there wouldn’t 
be any mass. The evolutionary analogy is that without a noosphere, there can’t be any civilization. The 
particle in the middle of the circle symbolizes civilization accelerating through the noosphere. 

Both processes play against a cosmically horizon that emanates the laws of nature (symbolized by the 
hands) that govern all cosmological processes. Just like the cosmos, the process of human civilization is 
governed by its own imperatives. The envelope of civilization has since the beginning of humanity been 
jumping around the globe, depending upon what culture and environment was best suiting its needs. 
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The Opera. 
 

It was inevitable that, during the research for my own artistical activities, I would stumble upon the works 
of British composer Gustav Holst. Just as I do, he found inspiration for his work into the planetary system 
and in the Mahabharata. 
The Planets, a seven-movement orchestral suite written by Holst between 1914 and 1916, has been from 
its premiere to the present day been enduringly popular, influential, widely performed and frequently 
recorded and keeps inspiring many contemporary composers. John Williams used the melodies and 
instrumentation of Mars as the inspiration for his soundtrack for the Star Wars films (specifically "The 
Imperial March"). 
The most important conceptual difference between my music and Holst's suite, is that his inspiration was 
astrological rather than astronomical. My work is based upon a sonorization of the electromagnetic waves 
emitted by the main celestial bodies of our solar system and includes Earth, the Sun, Uranus, and Neptune 
(the two last ones still had to be discovered when Holst composed his suite). In Holst’s opera each 
movement is intended to convey ideas and emotions associated with the influence of the planets on the 
psyche, while in my work they are used as metaphors to illustrate the different cyclic phases of a human 
civilization. That is also why it is called "A Cosmology of Civilization". 
Most of the music of Holst's Indian verse settings remained generally western in character, but in some of 
the Vedic settings he experimented with Indian raga (scales). In my compositions the variations in key, 
rhythm and meter were determined by the strength, frequency and amplitudes of the electromagnetic 
waves emitted by the different elements of our solar system, translated into some good old Wagnerian 
composition, characterized by the use of propulsive repetition that includes also a palette of idiosyncratic 
instrumental touches, and some extreme high and low octave doublings. 
The opera is divided twelve scenes, supplemented with a prologue and an epilogue, demonstrating the 
cyclical nature of human civilization where each phase is represented by a planet. The planets are grouped 
in four movements, each containing 3 planets, that indicate the start, ascend, descend, and end of each 
cycle and are respectively named, the bronze -, gold -, silver -, and iron - times. The prologue and epilogue 
are overflowing in each other, indicating how each end of a cycle gives birth to another one. The music is 
larded with some narrative that consists of the works of famous poets such as Keats, Byron, and many 
others … Then some illustrations were made and the whole ensemble was mounted in a video of ninety 
minutes, that is also on display at the art show. 

You can listen to the English version on You tube by clicking on this link.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kleu3FiLH1I&list=PLbQfb6Qu48hGqa5cC7fRZIWIB0ktmlefT 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kleu3FiLH1I&list=PLbQfb6Qu48hGqa5cC7fRZIWIB0ktmlefT
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The Vignettes of the different parts of the Libretto.  
FIRST ACT. 
Prologue: The Sun. 

  

Once upon a time, the sun god reflected upon his existence and found it dull. So, he created a World Egg. 
When the egg spawned, it gave birth to Eris, the goddess of Chaos, who danced the universe into existence. 
Eris embraced the primeval ocean, out of which all life would grow. 

When the breath of life grew strong and ready, the sun god dropped a seed into the ocean. Humankind 
emerged and looked at Eris for guidance. Eris took a golden apple upon which she wrote “for the fairest” 
and tossed it in the middle of the assembled crowd. Then she sat back and rejoiced the fights that broke 
out among the humans to take possession of the golden apple. When the fight was over, humanity wept, 
honoring the pain of all those who lost a beloved one.  The sun god recognized the pain, and felt the 
suffering was an important part of the continuing process of healing. He decided it was time for civilization 
to begin. 

 

  

The sun god, digital art by an unknown artist. 
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1st Movement: The Bronze Times  
Scene 1: Mercury.  

 

Mercury. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization. 

Civilization started when the World Egg spawned the gods’ messenger: Mercury, the god of commerce, 
eloquence, and communication. 

Mercury taught humankind to resolve their disputes through negotiation and trading goods instead of 
fighting about them. Soon it averred that some humans were better at accumulating goods and followers. 
The stronger ones started to distinguish themselves by wearing red hats, while their followers wore blue 
hats. 

The red hats controlled all the resources and shared their wealth with the blue hats in return for their 
servitude. Through skillful maneuvering, one of the red hats became the biggest red hat and managed to 
become the king of all.  

Meanwhile Eris was moving through the ranks of the blue hats, seaming discontent among them about 
the disproportionate amount of wealth the red hats allotted to themselves while they were sent home 
with just enough to feed their families. The blue hats revolted but was repressed violently by the red hats 
and their mercenaries. A revolution occurred that made the world tremble and since the blue hats 
outnumbered by far the red hats, the revolution ended with the beheading of The King and the dissolution 
of the red hat class. 
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Scene 2: Venus 

  

Venus. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

 Because Mercury was at the end of his rope, the world egg spawned Venus: the goddess of love to solve 
the dispute about a fairer distribution of the cake of wealth. She started by declaring that there would be 
no red or blue ones anymore but only purple ones. Some purple ones would have bigger hats than others, 
but that would no longer be exclusively determined by how much wealth they accumulated. The big purple 
hats that were not rich managed to convince the rich big purple hats to give the small purple hats a fairer 
share of the wealth in return for their labor. 

 It was also convened that the new ruler would be elected every four years by all the purple ones and be 
called The President. To assure that there would be a fairer power balance between rich and poor, he was 
placed under the supervision of a body of elected lawmakers. 
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Scene 3: Terra  
 

 

Terra. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

After Venus considered her job done, she retreated, and Mythopia prospered under the governance of 
Terra: de goddess of abundance. Till the humans in their arrogance disturbed natures balance by wildly 
cutting trees and poorly conceived agricultural techniques. The fertile soil turned dry and unfertile, which 
opened the backdoor to Eris, who managed to seam discontent among some who felt being left out under 
the New Deal.  

They called themselves the black hats and found themselves superior to the purple hats. Since they were 
a minority, the purple hats ignored them, but the black hats secretly built a war-machine to reach their 
goal of dominance. With the help of their war-machine, they started to subjugate the nearby purple hats, 
and forced them to wear yellow hats. The black hats confiscated the wealth of the yellow hats and 
committed them to forced labor to enlarge the war-machine. 
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2nd Movement: The Golden Times. 
 Scene 4: Mars  
 

 

Mars. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

Finally, the president of the purple hats took notice of the plight of the farmers and the threat the black 
hats posed. The world egg spawned Mars, the god of war, and an agricultural guardian. 

The god advised he purple ones first to regain their strength before confronting the black hats. Their 
president ordered the massive construction of waterworks and reforestation to compensate for the poor 
agricultural techniques that caused the erosion of the fertile soil, but while they were still at the job, the 
black hats attacked the purple ones by surprise and destroyed Mythopia’s war fleet. 

Mars wielded his spear and destroyed the black hats’ war-machine with an enormous lightning bolt. Thus, 
the war was over, and Mars garlanded his spear with laurel leaves, symbolizing a peace that is won by 
military victory. 
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Scene 5: Ceres  
 

 

Ceres. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

Now that peace was won, Mars yielded place to Ceres, the goddess of agriculture and fertility. Many 
people died in the war and the fields had been unattended for too long. 

 Under Ceres governance abundance returned to Mythopia. The humans learned to use the destructive 
energy of Mars for peaceful purposes, and the arts and science blossomed. Human civilization reached a 
peak and swords were turned into ploughshares. 

Still Eris managed to sow some discontent into the hearts of some smaller purple hats because their 
children did not have access to higher education, and they found that their labor was not well enough 
compensated. They organized in unions and civil rights organizations to protest the firm grip the big 
industrial conglomerates and the churches had upon their lives. 
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Scene 6: Jupiter   
 

 

Jupiter. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

Ceres felt inadequate to deal with this discontentment and asked her brother Jupiter, the god of the skies 
and the thunder to take it over since he was more apt to deal with class conflicts as most of the other gods 
saw him as the ultimate source of justice. Under Jupiter’s influence all educational institutions were 
opened to the small purple hats, and grants were given to those who showed excellence but could not 
afford the tuition fees. 

Eris was thinking: “If you can’t beat them, join them” and poked the Mythopians to reach for the stars. 
Several spacecrafts were launched to explore the mysteries of the universe. This endeavor reached its 
apotheosis when the first Mythopian placed a foot on the moon while declaring “A small step for a man, 
a big step for humanity”. 

Jupiter fumed, “They want to steal the light of the gods” and slammed the door on humankind. 
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SECOND ACT. 
3rd Movement: The Silver Times. 
Scene 7: Saturn.  
 

  

Saturn. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

When Jupiter left in anger, Eris managed to put her hands on the keys of the prison where he confined his 
father Saturn. Saturn is the god of dissolution and liberation. 

Saturn took a fashion for a mortal woman called Marylyn, but she was the mistress of the president of 
Mythopia. To satisfy Saturn and to advance her own agenda, Eris arranged for the assassination of the 
president of Mythopia. 

 Meanwhile, in a faraway country called Dystopia, the little purple hats overthrew the government of the 
big purple hats and called themselves green hats. The new president of Mythopia found them a threat to 
the dominance of Mythopia and declared war upon Dystopia. The Mythopian government sent an army 
to fight the green hats in their own country. 

Saturn lost his interest in humankind when the mortal woman he loved committed suicide. 
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Scene 8: Uranus  
 

 

Uranus. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

Uranus rejoiced into the misfortune of the prodigious son who castrated and deposed him, to become the 
god of the night and the skies. Mythopia’s space shuttles started to explode, limiting their space program 
to launch unmanned probes for commercial, scientific, and military purposes. 

The little purple hats got tired of getting killed in a war against the green hats and did not see why 
Mythopia had to meddle with the way how the Dystopians wanted to organize their society. In protest, 
some of them started to wear little blue ribbons upon their little purple hats to indicate that the war only 
made the rich richer while the poor ones were sacrificed in wars that served Mythopia´s hegemonic politics 
and business. 

In return, some of the other purple hats, started to wear red ribbons to indicate their support for their 
country’s war against the green hats. But eventually, the war started to wear out Mythopia’s economy and 
its work force. The big purple hats decided it was time to leave Dystopia to its own devices and withdrew 
from the war, leaving the green hats in charge of Dystopia. 
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Scene 9: Neptune  
 

 

Neptune. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

A severe drought struck big parts of Mythopia. Harvests failed and many Mythopians lost their houses and 
belongings in major bush fires. The economy started to falter and disputes about water rights erupted 
between cities and farmers. Neptune, the god of the sea and the water wells emerged.  

He fostered consciousness among the Mythopians about heeding nature’s balance. The Mythopian big 
purple hats were afraid that his advice would affect their industry and chose to ignore it. Instead, they 
started a trade war with Dystopia, who retaliated by boycotting Mythopia´s soyabean farmers.  

Out of anger, Neptune started to support Dystopia’s attempt to break the hegemony of Mythopia’s fleet 
over the oceans. Soon the import of all kinds of raw materials to Mythopia became more expensive while 
more and more farmers were edging closer to the abyss of bankruptcy. Lots of small purple hats lost their 
jobs and even some of the bigger hats their fortunes. Eris thrived and needed little to do to create a wave 
of discontentment. Soon everyone threw away their purple hats and started to wear again red and blue 
hats. 
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4th Movement: The Iron Times. 
Scene 10: Pluto  

 

Pluto. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

When the political climate in Mythopia degraded and mass shootings increased, Pluto, the god of the 
underworld made his entrance. He found the planet overpopulated and its wealth unevenly distributed. 

He used his key to open the gate of the underworld. A pandemic broke out and the already crippled 
economy of Mythopia degraded further. Many people died and lots of small business went into 
bankruptcy. Only a couple of big consortiums where thriving upon the crisis while wild capitalism made a 
revival. Public schools became the playgrounds for street gangs and higher education institutions were 
reduced to degree mills that were only teaching the test. The political elite of Mythopia degenerated into 
a couple of self-serving clans who were inciting their followers into violent clashes. 

The destitute citizens of Mythopia took their grievances to the streets and started to loot and plunder. 
Finally, Mythopia’s government had to declare martial law and send in the army because the police could 
not manage anymore the violent crowd.  

Eris exulted. 
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Scene 11: Charon  

 

Charon. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

 His job done, Pluto transferred his tenure over to Charon, the ferryman of the underworld. 

The Mythopians got tired of their traditional policymakers and elected a demagogue to become their next 
president. This president declared that all evils that were bestowed upon Mythopia were caused by the 
denizens of Dystopia. He started to impose trade embargos and ordered Mythopia’s warships to regain 
the dominance over the oceans. Soon the war drums started to sound. But the Dystopians were better 
prepared for war than their divided adversaries, and Mythopia was facing a humiliating defeat. In a last 
effort to turn the receding tide, their president decided to use the Spear that Mars had left behind when 
he retreated.  

But without the guidance of Mars, the lightning bolt rebounded and hit Mythopia. Charon ferried the last 
remnants of civilization to the underworld. 
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Scene 12: Eris 
  

 

Eris. Detail from the Painting A Cosmology of Civilization 

Eris presides over the ruins of what remains of Mythopia. 

The central government of Mythopia had collapsed and the country’s infrastructure was in ruins. Only 
small pockets of order ruled by local warlords remained, while robber gangs were roaming the open plains, 
plundering food and the remaining reusable goods. 

In the end, when Eris regained her throne, she declaims: 

I am chaos. I am the substance from which your artists and scientists build rhythms. I am the spirit with 
which your children and clowns laugh in happy anarchy. I am chaos. I am alive, and I tell you that you are 
free.…   

… sits down upon her throne that slowly closes and becomes again the World Egg rising back towards the 
skies. 
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Epilogue: The Sun 
The World Egg returns, and the rest of the pantheon performs a choreography around Eris and Apollo. 

 

Dancing Titans. Acrylic on canvas 50 x 50 cm by Urban Vyaas 
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Tis true without lying, certain and most true. 
 

That which is below is like that which is above 
and that which is above is like that which is below 

to do the miracle of one only thing 
 

And as all things have been and arose from two by the mediation of one: 
so all things have their birth from this two by adaptation. 

 
The Sun is its father, 
And Eris its mother, 

the wind hath carried it in its belly, 
the sea is its nurse. 

The father of all life in the whole world is here. 
Its force or power is entire if it be converted into earth. 

 
Separate thou the earth from the fire, 

the subtle from the gross 
sweetly with great industry. 

It ascends from the earth to the heaven 
and again it descends to the earth 

and receives the force of things superior and inferior. 
 

By this means you shall have the glory of the whole world 
and thereby all obscurity shall fly from you. 

 
Its force is above all force, 

for it vanquishes every subtle thing and penetrates every solid thing. 
 

So was the world created. 
 

From this are and do come admirable adaptations 
where of the means is here in this. 

 
Hence I am called Hermes Trismegistus, 

having the three parts of the philosophy of the whole world 
 

That which I have said of the operation of the Sun is accomplished and ended, 
To make place for a new beginning. 
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Other works on display. 
 
Circle of Life by Camille Dela Rosa 
Three subjects are presented sequentially in the next painting, aptly titled “Cycle of Life”, as if to remind us at of one 
of the essential themes of this exhibition. Science has proven to us the conservation of matter and energy. Life itself 
must devour life to live and live again. Elements such as the coiled creatures eating flesh, man’s predecessor eating 
the man eating the reptile, and jaws of the sharks consuming the man consuming his brain, all repeat the same story. 
One cannot really destroy that which has been created. Only transformation, and therefore conservation, remains 
the only action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Circle of Life. Acrylic on canvas 50 x 40 cm by Camille Dela Rosa (2009). 
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The Global Brain by Mike Lee. 
 
The artist commented on his website: "This graph is by far our most complex. It is using over 5 million 
edges and has an estimated 50 million hop count. We will be producing more maps like this daily. We still 
have yet to fix the color system, but all in due time." 
The global brain is a neuroscience-inspired and futurological vision of the planetary information and 
communications technology network that interconnects all humans and their technological artifacts. As 
this network stores ever more information, takes over ever more functions of coordination and 
communication from traditional organizations, and becomes increasingly intelligent, it increasingly plays 
the role of a brain for the planet Earth. 
  

 
Poster 50 x 40 cm by Mike Lee, Classic OPTE Project Map of the Internet 2005, Source: www.opte.org/maps/

Graph Colors: 
Asia Pacific - Red 
Europe/Middle East/Central Asia/Africa - Green 
North America - Blue 

 
Latin American and Caribbean - Yellow 
RFC1918 IP Addresses - Cyan 
Unknown - White 
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Quantum Gravity. 
Quantum gravity deals with reconciling the beautiful geometric description of space and time laid out in 
Einstein's theory of general relativity with the insight that all of physics at its most fundamental level must 
be described by quantum laws of motion. 

  

 

Poster of 62 x 34 cm by unknown artist 
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"Rebirth" by IKEDA Manabu  
originated in the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster of 2011. The artist uses his expressive capabilities to depict in 
juxtaposition the continuously recurring existence of disaster throughout the world and to illustrate in a light and 
imaginative style the relationship between disasters and humanity. Rebirth is an inspiring work of art because it 
reminds us that catastrophes clear sometimes the way for drawing a line under the past and start over in a completely 
different fashion, reinventing ourselves by acquiring new skills or experiences. 
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The Nature Time Spiral by Pablo Carlos Budassi 
The history of nature from the Big Bang to the present day shown graphically in a spiral with notable events 
annotated. Every billion years (Ga) is represented by 90 degrees of rotation of the spiral. The last 500 
million years are represented in a 90-degree stretch for more detail on our recent history. Some of the 
events depicted are the emergence of cosmic structures (stars, galaxies, planets, clusters, and other 
structures), the emergence of the solar system, the Earth and the Moon, important geological events 
(gases in the atmosphere, great orogenies, glacial periods, etc.), emergence and evolution of living beings 
(first microbes, plants, animals, fungi), the evolution of hominid species and important events in human 
evolution. 

 

 

 

Poster 50 x 40 cm by Pablo Carlos Budassi. This graphic shows in a spiral a summary of notable events from the Big Bang to the 
present day. Every billion years (Ga) is represented in 90 degrees of rotation of the spiral. 
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Daily themes with focus on a different artist. 
 
Day 0: The Big Bang and the Universe by Corina Chirila 
 

 Corina was born in 1986 in Bucharest. In the year 2000, when she was almost 14 
years old, animated by her inner desires and passions, she started drawing and 
painting inspired by Mihai Eminescu's poems. 
She commented about this painting on her website, “The other day I worked on 
painting inspired by the poem Letter 1 of Mihai Eminescu and I took out the poet's 
head and the candle in which he blows with tired eyelashes leaving only the image 
of the universe”. 
Website: https://desenepicturi.com/galerie/  

 
Day 1:   The Blue Pyramid of Mercury by Victor Filippsky 
 

Victor worked for almost his whole life as an artist, but his main 
passion is fantastic art. He wants to show people that they are 
the smallest part of the Universe, which we owe our lives to, and 
to show the worlds that we are unlikely to ever reach, but our 
imagination allows us to move around them. Victor works 
currently around the theme Philosophy of Space. 
Philosophy of space and time is the branch of philosophy 
concerned with the character of space and time.  
Space is the boundless three-dimensional extent in which objects 
and events have relative position and direction. Physical space is 

often conceived in three linear dimensions, although modern physicists usually consider it, with time, to 
be part of a boundless four-dimensional continuum known as spacetime. 
More of his works can be discovered at https://www.facebook.com/victor.filippsky/photo 

Day 2: Venus on another planet by Philippe Fargat. 

Philippe Farhat is an artist born in Beirut on March 30th, 1986. He is 
seeing the art as a mirror of our spirit we reflect the reality of life in 
different ways and forms. He says, “art is the real of the unreal and the 
taste of life,,, an unlimited word”. His subjects recently were about 
humanity, dreams of the invisible, listening to the sounds of silence, 
smelling the power of the universe, seeing the unseen like strange 
places or different humans in another planets. He describes it as “the 
untouchable pure reality of the universe humanity and life ....detecting 
the details in that huge darkness and the features in the lights I 
compose my artworks from this spiritual strange things from many 
surreal forms in a big contrast of sizes and colors”. 

You can find more of his art at  https://www.instagram.com/farhatphilippe/ 
  

https://desenepicturi.com/galerie/
https://www.facebook.com/victor.filippsky/photo
https://www.instagram.com/farhatphilippe/
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Day 3: The Earth Issue by Natasha Burbury 
 

Natasha Burbury a Sydney based fine artist influenced by the 
trends of the 1960’s and 70s and is classing herself as a 
hallucinatory symbolic artist. She conjures up strange worlds that 
share her deepest questions about herself and how this is 
connected her to the natural landscape.  
She is presently working on a collection ‘One last chance’ which 
asks questions about the effects of temperature variability and its 
participation with extinction. And what can we really do now to 
reverse our actions? Using painting as a reflection of her own as 
well as universal human greed as well as a cry for humans to step 
up to creating change. Each painting with wildlife intertwined 
throughout that has been affected by the change in climate.  
Website: www.natashaburbury.com 

Day 4: Mars & Beyond by Oskar Krajewski 

 

Oskar OK Krajewski, was born and studied in Poland, is living and working in London UK since 2002, and 
is Artistic director at Art of OK. His sculptures are made mainly of recycled materials such as unwanted 
toys, old computer parts and objects used every day.  

This image is a picture of an installation he exposed at Mars and Beyond. The vast immersive experience 
took place across five floors of London’s iconic Bargehouse and explored humans now and in the future. 
The expo examined the science of our planet and presented imaginative alternative futures. 

The happening merged two critical themes of the 21st century: 

Firstly, the catastrophic rise in global warming, deforestation, animal species extinction and plastic 
pollution in our oceans; and secondly, the revival of the space race.  

Set at the close of the 21st century, ‘Mars & Beyond’ looked back in time to the year 2020. Creating a 
perspective through the artistic lens from which to consider solutions for the current state of our planet. 

More of his work can be found at the artist’s website http://artofok.com/ 

http://www.natashaburbury.com/
http://artofok.com/
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Day 5: The return of Ceres by Élise Poinsenot 
Elise Poinsenot is an art therapist and relational psychopractor, trained 
in the art therapist movement. She welcomes children, adolescents, 
adults and seniors in her psychotherapy practice. Art therapy is aimed at 
all people with psychic suffering, such as depression, anxiety, addictions 
or loss of meaning, and those wishing to fully create their future. 

When Proserpina is with Pluto (her abductor and rapist) the earth is 
barren and cold, and when she returns to her mother, Ceres pours forth 
the blessings of spring to welcome her beloved daughter home. 

Website: https://www.elisepoinsenot.com/ 

 

Day 6: The Eyes of Jupiter by Walter Idema 
 Walter's art features fantastical backgrounds, inhabited by 
phantasmagorical characters, both human and other, and all 
layered in translucent, vibrant colors that begs you peel it back 
and have a peek at what lies just beyond.  

There is not much biographical detail available about Walter, 
apart from the fact that he was orphaned at young age, recently 
recovered from a serious illness, and is also active as a writer and 
musician. He lives in Spokane (USA). More works of Walter can 
be found at https://www.artpal.com/walteridema 

Day 7: "Saturn | Adam | Lies Are More Truth" by Adam One. 
This painting is part of the "Planetary Sublimation" series. The series was 
started in 2019 and is still currently being explored.  

Adam One’s work derives from a deep understanding of form and function, and 
an active interest in the questions of human existence through spiritual 
evolution. His pieces are born from the subconscious and are extremely chaotic 
amalgamations of archetypal subjects and stories. Meant to be ever changing 
and revealing, his pieces beckon one’s mind to question the world around, and 
to look at everything with a new perspective. Philosophically and Spiritually, 
Adam finds inspiration in the symbols of Theosophy, Cosmogony, Alchemy, 
Hermeticism and Gnosticism. It is from this groundwork that he constructs his 
own view of the cosmos. Working ancient concepts into future imaginings. 

Website: https://symprez.com/ 

  

https://www.elisepoinsenot.com/
https://www.artpal.com/walteridema
https://symprez.com/
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Day 8: GAIA AND URANUS by Selim Güventürk 
The painter, born in 1951, is based in Ankara and makes his works only with 
his fingers, without equipment such as brushes and spatula. He transfers 
themes such as nature, human behavior, mythology, love and freedom to his 
canvas.  

Selim does not have his own website, but has a presence on Facebook at 
https://www.facebook.com/people/Selim-G%C3%BCvent%C3%BCrk/1476221491 

 

 

Day 9: Neptune’s Wrath by Felipe Posada. 
Felipe Posada is a Brooklyn NYC based visual artist, designer and creative 
director. My Surreal Collage work is influenced by subjects which had an 
impact in me when I was growing up. Some of those subjects I have 
continued to explore as I became an adult. My curiosity about Metaphysics, 
parallel realities, etc. all of that combined with my passion for combining 
images with a sense of aesthetic and rhythm to create compositions 
reflecting alternate forms of reality. I believe that images and symbols, if 
used correctly, have the power to work directly in the collective unconscious 
of men. And that is where I wan to leave my imprint. 

Website: https://theinvisiblerealm.com/info 

Day 10: REINSTATE PLUTO! By Phil Clarke 
Artist Statement: In this picture, we look at a man alone in the Universe. He 
is striding forward with purpose, a shaman, a man of the cloth perhaps. But 
no, looking closer, we see that it is Keith Richards, legendary guitarist and 
performer with the Rolling Stones. 

Despite his bad boy image, Keith is a deep thinker. He has seen the latest 
images of Pluto from the New Horizons space probe, and he wants to know 
why Pluto has a heart clearly visible on its round surface, but is still not 
allowed to be a planet. Keith respects the latest science, but he’s thinking 
‘Couldn’t our scientists, just this once, prove they have a heart too, and 
Reinstate Pluto?’….. I agree with Keith on this one. 

Australian artist Phil Clarke (born in 1958) uses Surrealism, Pop Art and Media Images to portray Modern 
Life. He combines Nature and Technology in a poetic vision which explores themes of Environmental 
Challenge, Coral Bleaching, Endangered Species, Social Justice, Loss Of Habitat, Renewable Energy and 
Common Sense. 

Website: http://artistphilclarke.com.au/ 

https://www.facebook.com/people/Selim-G%C3%BCvent%C3%BCrk/1476221491
https://theinvisiblerealm.com/info
http://artistphilclarke.com.au/
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Day 11:  CHARON , by Chumakov-Orleansky Vladimir. 
 

This artist was born in 1962 in Moscow, where he still lives and 
works. Charon, the carrier of the dead, normally receives his fee 
at the end of the journey by retrieving a coin placed in the mouth 
of the traveler. With this painting the artist implies that we all 
died long time ago in our phones and our gadgets, and that the 
electronical Charon is already transporting us over the river Styx.  

Website: http://www.vladymyr.ru/ 

 

 

Day 12: Eris by Carne Griffiths 
 Carne Griffiths is an artist whose work explores human, 
geometric and floral forms, in a combination of both literal and 
abstract translation and in response to images and situations 
encountered in everyday life. 

While working with several unusual mediums such as brandy, 
vodka, and whiskey, it is tea that has become carne Griffiths’ 
trademark in the art world. tea gives his work the warm color 
palette and rich texture that it is known for. 

Website: https://www.carnegriffiths.com/ 

 

  

http://www.vladymyr.ru/
https://www.carnegriffiths.com/
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Day 13: Wanderers: Astrology Of The Nine. A music album by SPECTRAL LORE 
and MARE COGNITUM. 

Based in Athens (Greece), these veterans from countless successful 
releases including a seminal split album (“Sol”, 2013) that 
cemented their friendship and earned them unconditioned esteem 
and love from the atmospheric black metal aficionados, SPECTRAL 
LORE's sole member Ayloss and Jacob Buczarski from MARE 
COGNITUM join forces once again for another mystical trip through 
the stars. Monumental and daring in its length and scope, 
"Wanderers: Astrology Of The Nine" is a thematic journey through 
our solar system, illustrating and anthropomorphizing it into 
mythology which parallels our own humanity with the science of 
these mysterious formations. 

Artist statement: “Inspired by Gustav Holst's Planets suite, we 
continue the exploration we began many years ago with 'Sol',” explain the artists; “we traverse outwards 
from the sun to each planet, weaving fables through a synthesis of their distinct physical features and a 
mythical personhood representing these features. While we wish to capture the awe of the raw, natural 
beauty of our cosmic surroundings, we have also created our own cosmically inspired lore with each planet 
as our muse,” say Ayloss and Buczarski;” therefore, each track is a narrative which represents our 
admiration for each cosmic entity: the psychic manifestations that were conjured through our own wonder 
of the majestic planetary system we call home.”  

Graced with a wondrous cover painting by the inimitable Elijah Tamu, “Wanderers: Astrology Of The Nine” 
is nothing but a never ending quest for mankind's cosmic origins, a celestial and philosophical observation 
on the notes of MARE COGNITUM and SPECTRAL LORE's music, perfectly in the balance between 
progressive yet furious black metal, and moments of ecstatic, melodic beauty. 

released March 13, 2020 on https://spectrallore.bandcamp.com/album/wanderers-astrology-of-the-nine 

Comment by Langdon Hickman on https://www.invisibleoranges.com/spectral-lore-mare-cognitum-
wanderers-review/ 

There is a surface parallel to Holst's suite The Planets, but the similarities feel more like loose inspiration 
rather than a pure adaptation. For one thing, Holst's suite is only seven movements long, omitting both 
Earth and Pluto (though these would later be added by later composers performing updated versions of 
the suite). For another, the order of Holst's suite is arrhythmic, moving from Mars toward the Sun until it 
reaches Mercury, at which point it spontaneously jumps to Jupiter, reversing course afterwards. In 
fairness, Spectral Lore and Mare Cognitum provide an equally strange order rather dissimilar to the 
conventional heliocentric ordering. For a standard record of non-thematically linked songs, such questions 
of order would not even bear mentioning, but here where the album is explicitly a meditation on the 
symbolic and astrological values of each of the nine planets and implicitly acting in a superset with their 

Cover design by Elijah Tamu 

https://spectrallore.bandcamp.com/album/wanderers-astrology-of-the-nine
https://www.invisibleoranges.com/spectral-lore-mare-cognitum-wanderers-review/
https://www.invisibleoranges.com/spectral-lore-mare-cognitum-wanderers-review/
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previous collaborative LP featuring similar explorations of the sun, the shift in planetary order is a puzzling 
one. 

Thankfully, the reasoning is obvious on first blush when listening to the record. Regardless of the firm and 
real naturalist order of the planets, the order presented on Wanderers: Astrology of the Nine reads better. 
The way that the bright triumphalism of "Mercury (The Virtuous)" leads into the strident and intense 
militarism of "Mars (The Warrior)" feels sublime, bridging perfectly between a standard medieval 
contrapuntal complexity in the prog black metal of Spectral Lore into the singularly most ferocious and 
overtly metallic we have ever seen from Mare Cognitum. Likewise, the egress from "Mars (The Warrior)" 
back toward "Venus (The Princess)" seems to track with a deepening appellation to a mystic ideal, each 
progressive song shirking just a little bit more of the earthly material world for meditations on some 
essence beyond it. This prepares for the passage spanning "Jupiter (The Giant)" to "Neptune (The Mystic)" 
which seems to symbolically chart the figure of Jupiter as a Jehovah-like figure and Saturn as a Satanic 
imposer, mediated by the unifying mystic of Neptune. "Uranus (The Fallen)," then, is the fall; Pluto is 
rendered a gatekeeper, the last remnant of the known before embarking out into the terminal darkness 
and silence of deep space. 

It deliberately invokes, provokes, evokes grand spiritual themes and images. Projects like this are risky, 
prone to falling on their face and coming across as goofy and ostentatious over-wrought cringe-fests rather 
than the sincere and potent symbolic meditations they seek to be. Spectral Lore and Mare Cognitum, 
though, are resolutely sharp writers, avoiding cliched and hackneyed passages that would turn an album 
like this into a bad parody of progressive music. 

Due to the large number of similarly grandiose concept records that have fallen flat on their face, not to 
mention spiritualist-oriented extreme metal groups from black metal and beyond who have turned writing 
explicitly spiritual music into something almost automatically assumed to be dorky and thin, it's hard to 
describe what's being attempted here without fear of putting off certain people who just want their black 
metal to be firm, powerful, direct, and free of pretension. But that's precisely the thing: pretension is, by 
definition, a pretense of something that isn't achieved. But they do achieve it here; despite how absurd 
and lofty the idea sounds on paper, Spectral Lore and Mare Cognitum nail it. 

Each of the planets seems to work in pairs. Mercury and Mars are, as mentioned before, the sharpest and 
purely black metal. Earth and Venus are soft and rich and intensely euphoric. Jupiter and Saturn are the 
most excessively epic pairing, with each song feeling structurally much closer to the groups' work on Sol, 
where each of the meatier songs felt like it could have been split into numerous tracks and released as a 
satisfactory EP. Neptune and Uranus are profoundly melancholic and depressive, atmospheric affairs. 
Pluto, meanwhile, is the requisite collaborative piece, this time split into two tracks. The first is a ten-plus-
minute dark ambient piece, one speckled with the same fine-grain detail work that makes Spectral Lore 
ambient tracks such an auditory treat, while the second is a roaring and intense black metal piece. The 
opening line of the second act of Pluto even begins with the lyrics "Sol's domain ends," lending a bit more 
credence to the connection between the two records. 
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Novel. 
The title of the novel, The Maharajagar , is a self-coined portmanteau through combining parts of the 
Hindu words; mahaan (great), hare (green) and ajagar (dragon). The main purpose of this novel is to 
entertain the reader with a historical fantasy: a spellbinding epic tale of ambition, anarchy and absolute 
power, set against the canvas of North America, Europe and Asia during World War 1 and the ensuing 
great depression. 
This derivate of the Mahabharata contains several textual, biographical, temporal, and topographical 
discrepancies during its adaption to a contemporary novel, as do the names and some facts derived from 
the lives of real people in a variety of often unexpected ways to recreate the life-stories of its protagonists. 
 
 

 

The novel uses metaphors, symbols, ambiguities, and overtones which gradually link themselves together 
to form a network of connections binding the whole work. This system of connections gives the novel a 
wide, more universal significance as the tale becomes a modern microcosm presented from a fictive 
metaphysical perspective and can be described as the "mythic method": a way of controlling, of ordering, 
of giving a shape and give significance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is 
contemporary history.   
 
Although this is a work of fiction, there are nevertheless three meta-themes interwoven with the tale of 
the Maharajagar;   

• The All is a projection of informational modulated energy waves by a 
• cosmically horizon on the time-space continuum.  
• Synchronicity is a phenomenon that comes to us with a message.  
• The Long Now is the only time concept to give a lasting meaning to our thinking and, hopefully 

consequent, actions. 

These principles offer a perspective from where a powerful code of conduct can emanate, transforming 
our lives to a new experience of freedom, happiness, and love.   

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08BTH8D4C
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